
Phuket Hash House Harriers Run #1538
@ Kata, Laem Sai Headland, 15 August, 2015
Hares: Barbara Woodhouse and What-A-Rat 

While our scribe Not Cleaver is away our stand-in scribe of the week is Fungus.  Hurry back NC!

Following a brilliant run in a new location that one of the hares described as an “impossible” area  our 
lustrous GM opened the circle by calling in our hares to thank them for the day and reminded them that
the circle would be putting their views on the quality of the run to voice & vote soon enough, and that 
his being lost 3 times would probably not be influencing in any way. (Right!!). Down down down 
down.

Next were our “announmen” bringing in Manneken Pis to remind of the Pooying run the following day 
and a second annoumen for the coming 3-day Bike Hash AGPU next weekend.

Hash Cash. Jungle Balls announced having accounting reports for last GM's year available for those 
interested.  (Contact a past/current committee member about a copy if interested.)  Hash Cash reports 
that our GM Tootsie started with ~24,000 B.  Well done Hash Cash.

Scribe in for a Down Down.  An unfortunate scene that was repeated far too many times

Returners In.  Welcome back to Butt Swallower, Hard On, Mini Mouse and Shuffler.  GM missed the 
side heckling about Shuffler being a returner having only been gone a week, but some people will do 
anything for a free beer.  Welcome back everyone.

Virgins In.  Since Fungus was scribe he'd deferred the cold-water treatment to Mind The Gap and 
accomplices.  Much to the disappointment of the jungle-crazed runners hoping for their front-on views 
of our virgin girls ice-water-wet shirts Mind The Gap seemed to miss the appropriate splash zones.  
Chanting got Fungus out of his scribe chair to show how to properly douse the women.

Visitors In.  In came a Yank, an Aussie and a Zimbabwean.  A what???  At least GM got the yank to 
accept a gift shirt and change into it following the chant “Take it Off, Put it On”.  Thanks GM.  The 
yank was later called in by Mini Mouse for not leaving her alone enough on the trail to be able to take a
private pee in the bushes.

What-A-Rat called in Mind The Gap for a 14-point comparison between his skill at putting a horn in 
his mouth for blowing and Mind The Gap's skill.  By the 3rd point the circle was scratching their heads 
and beginning to ruminate that maybe What-A-Rat was coming out or something.  Great near-steward 
spot What-A-Rat and don't forget to wash the horn before and after.

Run Offenses.  What-A-Rat brings in his co-hare Barbara Woodhouse to note that although the website 
was posted in red that this was a NO-DOG run, who brought a dog? Barbara Woodhouse.  Down 
Down. Once Weekly got in Mr Fister for a down down for having showed his mountain goat-like skills 
on the large boulders we had to leap across on the leg along the sea.  Barbara Woodhouse got What-A-
Rat back in and informed the circle that What-A-Rat's enthusiasm for leading during the recon work on
the trails came to an abrupt stop when he nearly stepped on a large black cobra.  Well rats aren't known 
for leading except when abandoning ships that is.



Jungle Balls got Fungus in for having run through the large patch of sewage near the canal when 
everyone else was carefully skirting it.  Fungus was heard saying “so that's what that was”.

First Steward, Mind The Gap.  MTG called in Fungus as her first victim by reciting a piece of poetry 
about why Fungus wasn't lucky to have the rain of Good Looks poured upon him.  Thanks MTG, down
down down down.  In came Twice Nightly but Fungus missed the plot, then she got in Manneken Pis 
for a down down for having bonked his girls mother by mistake when he came home drunk the other 
night.  Well done Mind The Gap, great steward spot.

New Shoes called in and Fungus helped distribute 4 down down's in one shoe for the owner to drink 
and one shoe for her choice of a person to share her honor: Houdini.  They're true blue....

Fungus called in to do a special virgin ice-water treatment for a “hiding” virgin.  To the great 
enjoyment of the circle this poor person got enough ice water for 4 or 5 virgins.  This earned Fungus a 
seat on the ice for her payback of equal volumes of ice water and a down down.

Two new members called in and subsequently named.  D-Cup and Open All Hours.  Yup, D-cup's a guy
and the woman was wearing 7/11 shirt.

All the French in as GM put Manneken Pis on the ice for having made Tootsie French Cunt Of The 
Week one time when he was GM.  Well, paybacks are hell sometimes.

Second Steward Two Stroke in made Fungus, Jungle Balls and Gorgeous in to be the victim of a few 
great jokes.  Well done Two Stroke.

Teachers in.  Thanks for influencing our children... down down down down.

Departers in: none, so in with the hares.  Runmaster MP worked to pull “good run” from the circle but 
it just didn't stack up to the yelling of “hash shit”. After several rounds of voting the sounds of Hash 
Shit was growing louder so the runmaster passed decision over to Tootsie.  Not that his father was the 
current Hash Shit holder, and not that GM was personally lost 3 times had any influence on him but 
GM removed the seat from WTFIA and dropped it over the neck of What-A-Rat, which was later 
transferred by the runmaster to the senior hare Barbara Woodhouse.  Impossible locations aren't 
typically used, that's why they're called impossible!!  Hash Shit it is.  Circle Closed.  OnON.

Scribe for the week,
Fungus

Note: Check out the write-up from Jerry Lee at http://ideapc123.pixnet.net/blog/post/78973974. He was
the Hasher from Taiwan that joined us last month for our Saturday hash, a Tinmen and a Pooying hash. 
This link has Chinese text but international pictures.
 

http://ideapc123.pixnet.net/blog/post/78973974

